EuroTV Demos

1. Goromi-TV Browsing for thousands of videos at will; Goro Otsubo, DENSO IT Laboratory, Inc. (JP)
2. A Demonstration of Tribler: Peer-to-Peer Television; Jenneke Fokker, Maarten ten Brinke, Huib de Ridder, Piet Westendorp, Johan Pouwelse, Delft University of Technology (NL)
3. Shared Learning: Mobile Interactive TV to Link Home & School; Joshua Underwood, Rosemary Luckin, Hilary Smith, Benedict du Boulay, Joseph Holmberg, Roland Tongue, Darren Pearce, University of Sussex and LKL and Open Mind Productions (UK)
4. Gormenghast Explore: iTV Drama; Ludvig Lohse, Julia Sussner, Maureen Thomas, Cambridge University and Scroope Terrace (UK)